
From a total universe of over 500M+ pieces of “alternative data”, a subset of data from private and public sources is collected 
and analyzed in an aim to identify companies that are consistently doing right by their employees.

What Dimensions of Employee Satisfaction Does the Human Capital Factor Explore?

For Illustrative purposes only. Source: J.P. Morgan QDS, Irrational Capital LLC.

Ready to learn more?

• Click here to access more information about
Harbor Corporate Culture Leaders ETF (HAPY)

• Reach out to your Investment Consultant (866) 313-5549

Ready to learn more?

Direct Management 
What do employees think 

about their company‘s  
management?

Innovation
Do employees feel  

empowered to innovate?

Emotional Connection
Do employees have  

an emotional connection?

Leadership
How is corporate  

leadership viewed?

Engagement
Do employees feel engaged?

Organizational Alignment
Are the organization‘s values 
aligned with the employees‘?

Organizational 
Effectiveness
How effective  

is the organization?

The Basics
Does the company  

get the basics right?
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https://www.harborcapital.com/etf/HAPY/welcome


Dimensions of Employee Satisfaction

Important Information

Investors should carefully consider the investment objectives, risks, charges and expenses of a Harbor fund before investing. To obtain a summary prospectus or 
prospectus for this and other information, visit harborfunds.com or call 800-422-1050. Read it carefully before investing.
The views expressed herein are those of Harbor Capital and/or Irrational Capital investment professionals at the time the comments were made. They may not be reflective of their current opinions, are 
subject to change without prior notice, and should not be considered investment advice.

Investing involves risk, principal loss is possible. Unlike mutual funds, ETFs may trade at a premium or discount to their net asset value. The ETF is new and has limited operating history to judge.

Shares are bought and sold at market price not net asset value (NAV). Market price returns are based upon the closing composite market price and do not represent the returns you would receive if you 
traded shares at other times. 

There is no guarantee that the investment objective of the Fund will be achieved. Stock markets are volatile and equity values can decline significantly in response to adverse issuer, political, regulatory, 
market and economic conditions. The Fund may not exactly track the performance of the Index with perfect accuracy at all times. Tracking error may occur because of pricing differences, timing and costs 
incurred by the fund or during times of heightened market volatility.

The Fund relies on the Index provider’s methodology in assessing whether a company may be considered a corporate culture leader. There is no guarantee that the construction methodology will 
accurately assess a company to include or exclude it from the index which could have an adverse effect on the Fund’s returns. The Fund’s assets may be concentrated in a particular sector or industries to 
the extent the Index is concentrated and is subject to the risk that economic, political, or other market conditions that have a negative effect on that sector or industry will negatively impact the value of 
the Fund.

The Human Capital Factor Unconstrained Index is designed to deliver exposure to equity securities of large cap U.S. companies that demonstrate high employee engagement, based on scores produced 
by Irrational Capital LLC. This unmanaged index does not reflect fees and expenses and is not available for direct investment.

Irrational Capital is a third-party index provider to the Harbor Corporate Culture Leaders ETF.

Foreside Fund Services, LLC is the Distributor of the Harbor ETFs.
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